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Rationale

In January the latest EEF fundings showed that the attainment gap between disadvantaged
students and their peers had further widened based on National Data
https://educationendowmentfoundation.org.uk/news/eef-publishes-new-research-on-the-imp
act-of-covid-19-partial-school-closure/#closeSignup.

In the report Dr Ben Styles, head of the National Foundation for Educational Research’s
Education Trials Unit said “.....we should be under no illusions that there are quick fixes.
Schools will need continued and significant support in the years ahead if we are to avoid a
generation of pupils being left behind.

“This latest research highlights, yet again, the need to make tackling educational inequality a
national priority.”

These interim findings are part of an ongoing EEF-funded study. Further analysis will be
carried out in March 2021 and June 2021 to examine whether the gap narrows, widens or
remains stable.
https://educationendowmentfoundation.org.uk/news/eef-publishes-new-research-on-the-imp
act-of-covid-19-partial-school-closure/#search

On a school level the true ramifications of the lock downs on our Pupil Premium Students
can be fully assessed as assessments take place as this year goes on.  In terms of
attendance our Free School Meals statistically have poorer attendance than their peers.

CAtch up funding has been spent to enable the widest possible benefit across the school,
this includes department interventions in English, Maths, Science and Computer Science, a
targeted tutoring programme and development of tutoring for more vulnerable learners in our
STUDIO

Tutoring up to Spring 2021

Key Stage 3

● 75% funded by National Tutoring Programme (NTP)
● Set up by pre booked sessions
● Online live video call support
● Based on the Fleet Tutoring Platform.

Impact

Impact Ed reported:

Metacognition +0.7%

Growth Mindset -0.5%

Motivation +3%

Self Efficacy +5.3%

School Engagement +0.3%

Conscientiousness +1.4%
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Fleet Tutoring Cost:  £12,482

Key Stage 4

● Funded 100% by in school catch up funding
● In lesson, 1 to 1 and small group support
● Live tutoring in school and via video call during lock down
● Key Stage 5 funding ring fenced for catch up tutoring
● Geography, History, French and German have been working with a Supreme

tutor each who has offered sessions after school by video meeting.

Impact:

Impact Ed data has shown that in the Key stage 4 tutoring has enabled the following
impacts:

Metacognition  +1.6%

Motivation  +6.1%

Self Efficacy  +1.7%

School Engagement  +1.7%

Goal Orientation  +5.4%

Supreme Tutoring Cost: £66,875

Other interventions:

Our own staff have also given their time paid at an hourly rate to supporting students:

Maths have been tutoring all years after school in small groups.

Science offered a combination of virtual and in person revision sessions for Year 11.

Three Saturday Schools were run in English, Maths and Science for targeted students.

We were lucky enough to secure free student access to https://www.schoolexams.co.uk/ this
enabled our Year 11 to have access to revision materials online through lock down and
beyond.

Other interventions cost:  £10,498

T3 Tutoring

Restart Programme £31,200

Tutoring Services £56,470 (Including NPE)

Nisai Learning £3,100

https://www.schoolexams.co.uk/


Current developments and next steps:

The impact of the tutoring has been, from initial analysis, very positive.  The Impact Ed data
and experience shows a greater impact and ease of personalisation with in person tutoring
and tutors that we are at liberty to direct ourselves according to the ever changing situation
and student need.  Impact Ed data also indicates that a focus on an academic area as
opposed to general mentoring is more effective according to soft data indicators and
attendance.

The STUDIO

Mental Health support in schools is being targeted as a priority.
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/mental-health-and-wellbeing-support-in-schools-and-colleges

The Government advises a school wide approach that is organised and evidence based.

A number of our disadvantaged students have non-academic needs and are being
supported through the STUDIO.  We currently have up to 29-30 students in the STUDIO or
“STUDIO Lite”  room through the course of a day.

Referrals are increasing and the facility is serving needs.

Tutoring takes place with students when they are attending the STUDIO or students may be
referred to the STUDIO specifically to access tutoring.

This year this has been funded by internal means as existing staff have supervised this area
alongside other roles.

The intention is that next year this area will be run and supervised primarily by tutors funded
by CAtch up funding alongside their tutoring commitments.
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